Consequences
About: Despite its ominous name, the game of Consequences will only bring about laughter. There are
two ways to play and instructions for both are written below. They will challenge your vocabulary and
inspire your creativity!
Number of players: at least 2
Other supplies needed: paper, writing/ drawing utensils

Instructions for Consequences (Version 1):
This is the writing version of Consequences and may require at least 4 players
1. The first player writes the beginning sentence of the story and then folds the paper so that their
sentence is hidden except for the last part of the sentence.
2. The paper is then passed to the next player who writes the second sentence of the story based
on the words they can see in the first sentence. They will also fold the paper so that only the last
few words of their sentence can be seen.
3. This will go on until all the players have had a chance to write a sentence.
4. Then the paper is unfolded for the story to be read aloud.
5. The stories can go from silly to downright nonsense. Enjoy the fun!
Instructions for Consequences (Version 2):
This is the drawing version of consequences can be played with 2 or more people.
1. The first player starts off drawing a picture on the top of a sheet of paper. He/ she does not
finish the drawing but folds the paper so that the next player can see only the bottom lines.
2. The second player then must draw a picture of their own beginning with the lines they see from
the first drawing. They too will fold the paper so that only the bottom lines can be seen on the
next section of the paper.
3. This continues until everyone has had a chance to draw.
4. The paper is unfolded to reveal what the group has collectively created!

